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1. Introduction 
Emerging small-cell deployments are seen as a key solution to significantly increase the spectrum reuse in 4G and soon in 5G 

networks. Use of millimeter wave (mmWave) on both the small-cell radio access (RAN) and backhaul leads to a largely 

increased network capacity, while practical deployment and efficient operation are made possible by beamforming and high-

directivity antennas. Small-cell topologies bring new challenges related to the technology itself, but also to the design. The 

present paper is part of the research activity on small-cell design methodologies that was introduced in [1]. The authors 

analyze here how geographical environment models and radio propagation models may be enhanced and tailored to answer 

new simulation requirements.  
 

2. Methodologies to assess the connectivity performance 
Several network design approaches that strongly differ in terms of inputs, 

complexity and automatization, are studied to assess their accuracy and 

interest for deployment of 60 GHz mesh small-cell networks. The general 

objective is the selection of an optimal subset of site candidates, typically 

lampposts which have been identified in the deployment area, in order to 

fulfill targets on connectivity (coverage and throughput), reliability 

(redundancy) and cost. One key function in the core of the design work is 

the prediction of the candidate link performance, using some geographical 

and propagation modelling. The first evaluated approach relies on open 

geographical data, i.e. from open street map (OSM) and free city digital 

maps; the link performance is predicted from a simple test on the building 

blockage, i.e. no connectivity in case of a blockage, and basic free-space 

propagation decrease. This approach is applied either with an uncertain 

candidate site database (#1a), where lamppost height and position is not 

accurately known, or with precise site information (#1b). A second 

approach makes use of high-resolution building data and the point cloud, 

typically from LiDAR, to represent the in-street objects.  The multi-paths 

and their strengths are given by a ray-based model that predicts wave 

interactions on the building façades, blockage or transmission through the 

point-cloud objects, and diffraction by vegetation blocks, as shown in Fig. 

1. This advanced propagation model is combined either with the uncertain 

site database (#2a) or with precise lamppost information (#2b) that may be extracted from point cloud processing. 
 

3. Evaluation study and Results  
The evaluation is performed in the center of a North American city. The connectivity performance is computed for a large set 

of potential mesh backhaul links, with two lampposts separated by a distance from 200 m to 300 m. The considered link 

budget is built from typical IEEE 802.11ad figures. Two kinds of metric are reported and compared: the percentage of 

successful connectivity; and the statistical distribution of the connection signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In addition, the solutions 

#1a, #1b and #2a are compared to solution #2a, which is most accurate and then seen as the study reference: the non-

reference solutions are characterized by statistics on the connectivity and SNR differences.  
 

4. Conclusion 
The present work illustrates the refinement of propagations models and their inputs for mmWave bands. Practical cases are 

shown for future wireless urban network designs. Accuracy of inputs (site candidates, geographical data) has a major 

influence in the simulation-based definition of a mmWave mesh network deployment, where the connectivity strongly 

depends on blockage and precise position of interactions. Point cloud data offers the expected accuracy. Yet large-scale 

operational applications of link predictions over several cities remain a challenge. 
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Fig. 1: Ray-based link prediction. 
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